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 Scholars recognize the importance of parental chauffeuring in urban environments, but pay remarkably little 

attention to how parents, as part of everyday, domestic practices, safeguard their children in 

auto-dominated streets. Based on in-depth, qualitative interviews with parents whose children attend public 

elementary schools, this exploratory study compares traffic safeguarding experiences on the east and west 

sides of Vancouver, British Columbia. The analysis shows how social class and gender intersect in three traffic 

sites: school streetscapes, school entrances, and school traffic safety volunteerism. Utilizing automobility and 

feminist theories, we argue that urban parental traffic safeguarding is a complex and variegated 

phenomenon involving unequal risks and responsibilities. Our analysis illustrates the ways in which parental 

traffic safeguarding is a lynchpin to the automobility system, particularly with respect to its illusion of safety, 

and how, conversely, this system shapes parenting by constituting traffic safeguarding as part of domestic 

responsibilities. (English) ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR]; Les érudits reconnaissent l'importance de conduire ses 



enfants dans les milieux urbains, mais accordent probablement très peu d'attention à la manière dont les 

parents, dans le cadre de leurs pratiques domestiques quotidiennes, protègent leurs enfants dans les rues 

bondées de voitures. Basée sur des entrevues qualitatives en profondeur de parents dont les enfants 

fréquentent l'école élémentaire publique, cette étude préliminaire compare les expériences relatives à la 

protection routière des enfants des côtés est et ouest de Vancouver, en Colombie-Britannique. L'analyse 

démontre de quelle manière les classes sociales et les sexes se recoupent dans trois zones de circulation : les 

paysages de rue d'école, les entrées d'école et le bénévolat en matière de sécurité routière. Au moyen des 

théories féministes et d'automobilité, nous faisons valoir que la protection parentale dans la circulation 

urbaine est un phénomène complexe et panaché qui comporte des responsabilités et des risques inégaux. 

Notre analyse illustre comment la protection routière des parents constitue un élément central du système 

de l'automobilité, tout particulièrement en ce qui concerne son illusion de sécurité, et comment, 

réciproquement, ce système façonne le comportement des parents en constituant une protection routière 
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 Research shows that parental mobility care of children has become a growing feature in many western cities, 

but parental traffic safeguarding has rarely been examined. Based on an ethnographic, comparative case 

study of two elementary (primary) schools located in Vancouver, Canada, this paper explores how 

auto-dominated urban environments intertwine with gender and other social inequalities to produce highly 

charged, variegated and contested parental safeguarding practices in the school journey. The paper also 

examines how parental traffic safeguarding is discursively and materially organized in relation to 

automobility and the social denial of its inherent dangers. Two themes (risky traffic spaces and parental 

traffic safeguarding strategies) illustrate the ways in which parents practice traffic safeguarding in specific 

contexts and how as part of domestic labour, their practices contribute to automobility and its illusion of 

safety. [ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR] 
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 In this paper I provide a critical discussion of Foucault's work on government and governmentality. I argue 

that geographers have tended to overlook the ways in which practices of self-government and 

subjectification are performed in relation to programmes of government, and suggest that they should 

examine the technical devices which are embedded in networks of government. Drawing upon these 

observations I suggest how geographers might proceed, tracing the geographies of a specific artefact: the 

British government's 1958 Motorway Code. I examine how the code was designed to serve as a technology 

of government that could shape the conduct of fairly mobile and distant subjects, enabling them to govern 

their conduct and the movements of their vehicles. [ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR] 
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 Abstract The motor car or automobile has had a profound impact on global mobility, settlement patterns, 

the global economy, and the environment. Transport policy-makers and environmentalists highlight the 

unsustainable nature of contemporary petrol-car usage, yet despite widespread calls to rethink 

contemporary automobility and move towards more sustainable forms of public and private travel, it is only 

in recent years that social scientists have started to examine the social and cultural geography of the motor 

car, driving and the spaces of the street, road and motorway in any depth. In this article, I outline some of 

the research which has been undertaken on the geographies and sociologies of the spaces and practices of 



driving, focusing in particular on the UK. First, the article outlines the major impact the motor car has had on 

the geographies of road space. It examines how motor roads have shaped our experience of space and 

place, and outlines studies of their design, inhabitation, and regulation. Second, this article discusses 

embodied inhabitations of the spaces of the car: how motor cars have been consumed; how they have 

shaped our embodied apprehensions of our surroundings; and how they facilitate social and cultural 

relations. Finally, this article concludes by examining the innovative methods which are increasingly being 

utilised and developed by social scientists to explore the socialities of automotive spaces. 
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 Over the past, few years a broad range of scholars have been emphasising the vital importance of 

methodological innovation and diversification to mobilities research. Whilst welcoming this pluralisation of 

research methods, this paper encourages a note of caution amongst researchers who wholly embrace the 

call for mobile methods, which are frequently justified by an assumption that ‘conventional’ or ‘traditional’ 

methods have failed. I outline some of the explanations that are given for the development of ‘mobile 

methods’ – including their inevitable emergence from a ‘new mobilities paradigm’, the importance of 

innovation and political relevance for social science methods, and their importance for apprehending elusive 

practices – before identifying a number of problems with this work: namely the assumption that mobilities 

research is necessarily a branch of social science research, the production of over-animated mobile subjects 

and objects, the prioritising of certain kinds of research methods and practices, and the overreliance on 

certain kinds of technology. Particular attention is paid to the use of ‘non-representational theories’ and 

theories of practice in mobilities research, wherein academics frequently suggest that we must adopt certain 

performative, participative, or ethnographic techniques to enable researchers to be, see or move with 

research subjects, and to more effectively or accurately understand those practices and subjects. In the final 

section, I draw upon historical research on early driving practices to highlight the diverse methods and 
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 Argues that in the formative decades of automobilism, the use of automobiles and airplanes in the context 

of races and other technologically oriented mass spectator sports played a significant role in generating a 

collective mood that anticipated and prepared individuals and societies for a European war. Patterns of 

metaphors for driving-related aggression; Driving behavior; Favorite artifacts of violent societies; Class 

struggles on the road; Road conflicts. 
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 This article contributes to recent debates concerning automobility and ‘mobile, embodied practices’ 

(Cresswell & Merriman, 2011) by considering how various ‘driving events’ entail modes of perception that 

are of interest from an ontological perspective; that is, how drivers and passengers see the world through 

the windows of a moving car and how the driving ‘sensorium’ (Gilroy, 2001; Sheller, 2004) may be associated 

with emotional states (such as ‘escape’, ‘frustration’, ‘nostalgia’) that arguably characterize the everyday life 

of late modernity. In addition, the discussion speculates on what this altered perception means for how we 

see and conceptualize the contemporary urban landscape, concurring with Doel (1996) that such space has 

effectively become a ‘scrumpled geography’ that can no longer be accounted for in traditional 

cartographical terms. These reflections are explored through close readings of a selection of literary texts 

(principally, crime fiction novels) emanating from Greater Manchester (England) and thus the article also 

contributes to recent work (both cultural and sociological) on the re-imagining of this particular urban 

landscape in recent times (Haslam, 2000; Pearce et al., forthcoming). ABSTRACT FROM PUBLISHER]; 
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Pesses, M. W. (2010). "Automobility, Velomobility, American Mobility: An Exploration of the Bicycle Tour." Mobilities 5: 
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 Using the framework of 'automobility' as outlined by Sheller and Urry, this article uses the bicycle tour to 

explore one way the middle class mediates the automobile's dominance of the American landscape. The 

material history of the American road is first placed into the current automobilities discourse and then used 

to situate the bicycle tour. The romantic notion of lost public place in the city is seen as a driving force for 

escaping on two wheels into the 'authentic' American landscape. As the long distance bicycle tourist 

experiences the material landscape in a new way, the idea of a lost public landscape is challenged and the 

tourist is able to come to terms with his or her place in the dominant mobility assemblage of human and 

machine. The result is not a full resistance of the automobile, but a new conception of place and mobility. 
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 The Negro Motorist Green Bookswere published by Victor H. Green & Company between 1936 and 1967. 

The books were references for black motorists on road trips to help them avoid dangerous towns, racist 

establishments, and the effects of a segregated America. This paper explores these books and situates them 

within the greater context of the American road. My argument is that they represent an entry for black 

motorists into the modern American automobility discourse. I also suggest that the ambivalent and even 

humorous tone used by these Green Books represents an attempt at coping with modernity while still living 

under backwards conditions. Finally, I briefly introduce a challenge to the claim that the Civil Rights 

Movement was the sole impetus for the end of needing such books. To accomplish this, I frame this 

automobility using a Foucauldian approach of genealogy and power/knowledge relationships. [ABSTRACT 
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 AbstractDrivers and automobiles are frequently represented in the automobility studies literature as hybrid 

human?machine cyborg assemblages. A concurrent theme within the automobility literature has been the 

disciplinary processes by which the automobile self is constructed; here, however, it is assumed that the self 

to be investigated is the self of the driver, not the self of the car-driver entity. In this paper, a 

neo-Goffmanian account of the construction of this cyborg self is developed. This provides a complementary 

theoretical framework to those based on the work of Michel Foucault to account for the production of the 

automobile self. 
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 Drawing on a number of sources, including social and cultural accounts of mobility, such as those of Sheller 

and Urry and by Zygmunt Bauman, car advertising, and focus group discussions with young drivers, the 

violence of the car and its shaping influence in contemporary life are considered through an application of 

the idea of articulation from Grossberg. Highlighting articulations of the car, particularly the dominant 

articulations of racing and rally driving evident in particular types of advertising, allows an examination of the 

destructive potential of particular driving cultures and also illustrates the meanings inscribed into the car, 

thus challenging its apparent neutrality. The racing articulations are connected to aggressive, competitive 

styles of driving, extending into competitive social relations and implicating an emphasis on aggressive 

individualism. There has been some dialogue in the road safety community about what counts as aggressive 

behaviour but these discussions often do not take into account the innate violence of the car itself and tend 

to consider only extreme behaviours as aggressive. The forms of self-control that arise in relation to the 

dominant articulations and the desires appealed to in advertising are sketched. Focus group responses to 

two car advertisements emphasising social competition and extreme thrill-seeking are discussed. ABSTRACT 
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 Car cultures have social, material and, above all, affective dimensions that are overlooked in current 

strategies to influence car-driving decisions. Car consumption is never simply about rational economic 

choices, but is as much about aesthetic, emotional and sensory responses to driving, as well as patterns of 

kinship, sociability, habitation and work. Through a close examination of the aesthetic and especially 

kinaesthetic dimensions of automobility, this article locates car cultures (and their associated feelings) within 

a broader physical/material relational setting that includes both human bodies and car bodies, and the 

relations between them and the spaces through which they move (or fail to move). Drawing on both the 

phenomenology of car use and new approaches in the sociology of emotions, it is argued that everyday car 

cultures are implicated in a deep context of affective and embodied relations between people, machines and 

spaces of mobility and dwelling in which emotions and the senses play a key part - the emotional 

geographies of car use. Feelings for, of and within cars (`automotive emotions') come to be socially and 

culturally generated across three scales involved in the circulations and displacements performed by cars, 

roads and drivers: embodied sensibilities and kinaesthetic performances; familial and sociable practices of 

`caring' through car use; and regional and national car cultures that form around particular systems of 

automobility. By showing how people feel about and in cars, and how the feel of different car cultures 

generates habitual forms of automobilized life and different dispositions towards driving, it is argued that we 

will be in a better position to re-evaluate the ethical dimensions of car consumption and the moral 
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 Cars are technologies that re-shape corporeal existence, material environments and social temporalities in 

diverse and complex ways, with impacts on all people, spaces and times, not only those that are explicitly 

'automobilized'. This article aims to interrogate claims that the new technologies of mobile data processing, 

information transmission and wireless communication that have been brought into the 'banal' performance 

of car driving are affecting not only the driving experience but the entire body-person. The first part reviews 

recent phenomenological approaches to the embodied car driver-road assemblage, including claims that 

kinaesthetics and haptics are significantly transforming 'movement-space'. The second part presents a 

content analysis of US corporate advertising, car industry websites, sales brochures and media reports on 

new technologies to consider whether and how reconfigurations of mundane mobility systems might be 

impinging upon the performances, practices and materialities of the human and the car, in particular the 

habituation of the luxury car driver to new technologies. In contrast, participant observation in the 

Philadelphia International Auto Show (5-13 February 2005) and analysis of local advertising markets suggests 

that changes in the embodied experience of driving have been minimal. The third part draws on internal 

industry reports and publications by road safety and oversight agencies in the USA (with some attention to 

Europe) to show that the most significant changes are actually taking place in less visible software-driven 

systems, automated communication, surveillance and 'intelligent transport systems', which are transforming 

the quotidian infrastructures and 'infostructures' of cars, streets, highways and cities in ways that are more 

mundane yet more far-reaching than the individualistic and personalized rhetoric of commodity marketing 

would suggest. [ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR]; Copyright of Social & Cultural Geography is the property of 
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 This article offers an overview of the field of mobilities research, tracing the theoretical antecedents to the 

study of mobilities both within the classical sociological tradition and at its borders with other disciplines or 

theoretical schools. It examines how ‘the new mobilities paradigm’ differs from earlier approaches to 

globalization, nomadism, and flow, and outlines some of the key themes and research areas within the field, 

in particular the concepts of mobility systems, mobility capital, mobility justice, and movement-space. In 

addressing new developments in mobile methodologies and realist ontologies, this review of the field 

concludes with a call for an emergent vital sociology that is attentive to its own autopoiesis. ABSTRACT 
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 This assessment of past and future directions in mobility research calls for a Foucauldian approach to better 

understand the apparatus of uneven mobility illustrated via three examples: tourism mobilities and racialized 

space, geo-ecologies of elite secession, and disease mobilities and quarantine. Building upon an 

‘archaeological’ and ‘geneaological’ study of territory, communication, and speed, this essay argues for both 

a deeper historicizing of mobility research in terms of colonial histories, political ecologies, and biopolitics, as 

well as a deeper excavation of the material resource bases of mobility in extractive industries, military power, 

and biomobilities of racial formation. Sovereign control over mobility, individual ‘disciplined mobility’ and 

counter-mobilities, and the surveillance, securitization, and production of knowledge about mobilities each 

emerge as fundamental elements for the future history of uneven mobilities. ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR]; 
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 The car is a particularly good illustration of a putative globalization. One billion cars have been manufactured 

in the twentieth century. There are currently over 500 million cars roaming the world, a figure that is 

expected to double by 2015. Contemporary global cities and cities in general, remain primarily rooted in and 

defined by automobility as much as by newer technologies. The main question for consumption analyses has 

concerned sign-values, with the ways that car ownership in general or the ownership of particular models 

does or does not enhance people's status position. The car as the locus of consumption normally remains on 

the drive of the house. Cars have been conceived of either as a neutral technology, permitting social patterns 

of life that would happen anyway, or as a fiendish interloper that destroyed earlier patterns of urban life. 

Automobility is a complex amalgam of interlocking machines, social practices and ways of dwelling, not in a 

stationary home, but in a mobile, semi-privatized and hugely dangerous capsule. Automobility has reshaped 

citizenship and the public sphere through the mobilization of modern civil societies. 
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 It seems that a new paradigm is being formed within the social sciences, the ‘new mobilities’ paradigm. 

Some recent contributions to forming and stabilising this new paradigm include work from anthropology, 

cultural studies, geography, migration studies, science and technology studies, tourism and transport 

studies, and sociology. In this paper we draw out some characteristics, properties, and implications of this 

emergent paradigm, especially documenting some novel mobile theories and methods. We reflect on how 

far this paradigm has developed and thereby to extend and develop the ‘mobility turn’ within the social 

sciences. 
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 This paper considers the rise of traffic accidents in the creation of the modern city. The notion of accidents is 

deconstructed. There is a brief review of current literature on mobilities and then evidence is presented of 

the shifting configuration of vehicle-pedestrian accidents. The epidemic of traffic accidents of cities in 

developing world is noted and explained. The incidence of pedestrian traffic accidents is shown to reflect 

socio-economic characteristics such as age, class and status. A review of the literature provides evidence of 

the ways to ameliorate pedestrian injuries. Walksheds are suggested as a focus of concern. The creation of a 
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 In spite of the ubiquity of the motor vehicle in modern cities, there has been relatively little study of its 

impact on our experience of urban life. After summarising the most significant objectively visible impacts of 

the motor vehicle on urban form, this article offers a phenomenological analysis and account of our aesthetic 

experience of road traffic, from the points of view of people both inside motor vehicles as drivers or 

passengers, and outside vehicles as pedestrians or cyclists. Two aspects of our aesthetic experience are 

described: our sensory experience of traffic, and then how traffic is experienced cognitively, or at the level of 

meaning. The article identifies various ways in which 'automobility' has come to dominate our contemporary 
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 This article reviews geographic literature on policy mobilities. It outlines the emergence of the policy 

mobilities, mutations, and assemblage approach, and the geographic, sociological, and political science 

literatures from which it draws its origins. Focusing attention on the interplay between the structuring fields 

of the policy transfer and the policy actors who are ultimately responsible for the construction, 

conceptualization, adoption, education around, and implementation of policies, this article charts work that 

has focused on the mechanisms through which policies are mobilized, altered, and touched down in various 

places and how these processes shape cities. It concludes with commentary on possible future directions, 

both empirical and conceptual, that the policy mobilities approach might take and note the various 

methodological contributions that are emerging from it. [ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR] 
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